THE ECONOMY OF INDO-CHINA
free ports of Singapore and Hong-Kong. Indo-China was protectionist
as exporter, and free trader as importer, and in both cases she came
out at the small end. Yet it cannot be denied that, on the whole, France
was and is both the chief provisioner and client of her colony. The
question, rather, is as to whether Judo-China's undeniably increasing
prosperity could not have been better achieved without the handicap
of the 1892 tariff. France can never furnish Indo-China with certain
essential products. In addition, the distance that separates the colony
from France means high freight costs, and the general necessity for
limiting exports to objects of high value and small bulk. Only the fact
that Indo-China was in herself a rich country, possessing minerals and
labour sufficient to develop an industrial life of her own, saved her
from the fatal consequences of the drastic ingrown economy forced
upon her by Metropolitan selfishness.
Tariff reprisals from her Far Eastern neighbours were in the natural
sequence of events. Indo-China's great export, rice, found by far its
best market nearby. The colony was forced by the 1892 law to apply
the high French tariff to her best clients, who should also logically
have been her best provisioners. A host of Oriental articles, never
dreamed of in France, are vital to Annamite happiness, and they can
only be obtained in the Far East. The obvious and laziest solution to
such omissions in the French tariff was to take the duty on the
analogous articles—a veritable reductio >ad abmrdum* Custom officials
vainly mused on how to appraise powdered rhinoceros horns the
varying qualities of shark fins. The whole ridiculous situation was the
result of the triumph of fiscal over protectionist ideals, else why
duty be charged on exotic articles which had no counterpart in French
industry, and hence need no protection? In the pre-War	the
predominantly agricultural economy of Xixio-Chiiia nrncle any tariff
protection at all inherently absurd.
The kw of April 13, 1928, was the next great	in Indo-
Ctma's tariff history. Hie discussions in the Chamber, preceding its
promulgation, showed certain changes in, viewpoint, despite
of the principle of assimilation. Eooooxiueally assimilated
among which is Xndo-Chiia, are bow the exception, whereas
formerly the rule. This change in classification is significant of aa
evolution in French .economic theory* Not that there	am
of economic integrity within the Preach Empire, but
the principle of a tariff personality for each colony has         admitted.
AM colonial products were thereby to have the

